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This paper describes a consistent and general approach to solve numerically the problem of the propagation of 
light in anisotropic media. Despite the efforts to deal with complicated matrix algebra, most authors have 
succeeded in implementing numerical codes, using restrictive conditions. The principal advantages of each 
existing method to solve this problem are considered. A unique protocol to treat all possible anisotropy is 
proposed. From the anisotropic T wave propagator, a numerical method for the film-substrate interface exit-
matrices is derived. The principal issues: are emphasized such as the use of the 4x4 Berreman matrices, the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem for the calculation of the exponential operator, and then the choice of the 
eigenvectors implied in the exit-matrices This code is well adapted to simulate and compare to transmission or 
reflection data measured with either a Generalized Ellipsometer or a Mueller polarimeter. 
1 Introduction. 
 For a large number of anisotropic substrates such as flexible displays and very thin films, the optical properties 
can be measured by Mueller polarimeters as well as standard generalized ellipsometers. The experimentalist 
has then to deal with a large quantity of acquired data such as with these 4x4 Mueller matrices Mij. The aim is 
to revise the existing formalism and give a global view in order to build a general algorithm and calculate the 
Mij’s and the associated Jones matrix elements measured in Generalized Ellipsometry (GE). The explicit 
equations given hereafter treat the transmitted and reflected amplitude of the electromagnetic waves when 
propagating in anisotropic multilayer media deposited on an anisotropic substrate. 
The problem of the propagation of electromagnetic waves has been established and treated since the 
beginning of the sixties, following the formalism of F. Abelés and J. Billard [1], which has been adapted by D. 
W. Berreman [2] and P. Yeh [3]. A pioneering introduction to the ellipsometric measurements of anisotropic 
materials has been presented in R.M.A. Azzam’s book [4]. Many authors have succeeded in implementing 
different computational codes but using restrictive approaches. A remarkable synthesis is given by M. 
Schubert and B. Rheinländer, [5] [6] (the same annotations as in [5], are used here for sake of clarity). Since 
1996, the topic is still being under consideration.[7] [8]. Current research about the propagation of light in 
anisotropic material is in fact driven by the growing interest of new synthesized materials for semiconductor 
nanotechnologies and liquid crystal display industry and the new class of metamaterials. An attempt is made 
here, to describe a consistent approach for numerically solving the problem where some highlights of the 
reverse problem are given. 

The propagation of light through a general, linear and non-magnetic anisotropic media can described using 
the Maxwell equations written in their wave form: 

 and       1 

.In a Cartesian coordinate system, the Maxwell equations can be written as a set of 6 equations that relate 
the components of the electrical and magnetic fields among them. If we assume a pure, non-gyrotropic and 
non-magnetic media, we can simplify the previous system by eliminating two equations. The system can then 
be represented by an associated 4x4 matrix, historically called the  propagation Berreman matrix. The four 
equations derived by Berreman [2], are re-written using the following compact form:  
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with  and the vector , that contains the transverse component of the electric, E, 

and magnetic, H, fields. The solution of this system of equations is often written in terms of the tangential 
components of the electromagnetic field vectors and a transfer matrix T as follows:  

      2-a 
With 

 2-b. 
The general transfer matrix T is described in references [5] and previous or subsequent multiple publications. 
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One has to find then how to match the electric and the magnetic field amplitudes at the interfaces between 
the different anisotropic media. The isotropic problem will obviously be a particular case of the general 
anisotropic method. 

2. Present analysis and problem approach. The Berreman matrix is related to the dielectric optical 

tensor  of the anisotropic media. The dielectric tensor is generally written accordingly to the main 

coordinate system of the anisotropic medium and is a diagonal matrix with three different eigenvalues  

and  In general the coordinate system of the laboratory and the main coordinate system of the anisotropic 
media are not the same but they can be related by a rotation transformation. For a diagonal tensor, a common 

way of writing a rotation transformation is the use the Euler matrices and the associated Euler angles ( ). 
The optics conventions assume that the x-z plane is the plane of incidence, with the x axis being parallel (p) to 
this plane and the y axis being perpendicular (s) to it. Accordingly, the Euler angles determine a rotation 
transformation A given by three rotations:  

 
 3-a 

and  
  3-b 

 

Each rotation, R being performed in the given order and following the positioning of the Euler axis:(1)  

corresponds to a rotation about the z axis,  about the  x axis and finally, (3)  about the z’ axis.  Counter 
clockwise defines as a positive rotation. These matrices can be found in the literature [7] [9]. Once the 

dielectric tensor has been expressed with the components  of the laboratory coordinates, the  matrix must 

be transformed. In this context, the parallelism between  and T is derived with the curl operator acting on 

the dielectric tensor. Various authors, [3], [10], have derived similar expression for  e.g.  Equation (13) in ref 
[5]. 
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In the case of a biaxial film with 

)5(,0 332211jiij  
And  assuming an axis alignment along the laboratory system, (i.e., ( , , =0)), the matrix  becomes (with the 
ambient index, na =1):
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when (c.f. B1 equation in ref [5]),  

)7(sin)/(1cos 22

ajaijiij nnnnN . 

The corresponding matrix  relates the two tangential elements of the ij dielectric tensor and the x “tangential” 

component of the incident propagating wave vector
aax nk sin , where the angle of incidence is 

a
 .

.
 

Similarly, the T matrix connects the fields between two points of the anisotropic medium i.e. the first (z=0) and 
the second (z=d) surface a layered medium of total thickness d that can be in contact with another layer, for 
example the substrate, or the air. Therefore, several methods exist to solve the equation of propagation: 

)8(})/(exp{)( dcwizT  

A recursive application of a quasi infinite number of virtual sub-layers has been proposed. [1-4]. Most 

software assume a fast convergence of this derivation. A more elegant and efficient alternative based on the 

Cayley-Hamilton theorem can be easily implemented. The exponential operator is expressed in terms of a finite 

series expansion only up to the power n-1, with n being the rank of the matrix [12]  
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Here, the operator I, is the identity matrix and the coefficients i are defined from the linear equations,
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where the qi are the eigenvalues of the  i has been given by 
Chen [10] and Wöhler et al. [11]. 

 

(11) 

 

 

 

With jiij qqq  and )exp( 0 dqikf ii  for lkjij 4,....,1  
 The value of the eigen values can be also found by using routines for solving the system of equations (7) 
numerically in terms of the eigen values qi, constructing the matrix M from equation  (7), such as: 

 

 (12-a) 
 
 

This numerical approach can be used to test the validity of Wöhler equations. Another solution is proposed 
by M. Schubert [5] through a unitary transformation. 
Schubert [5] replaces the electrical and magnetic fields in terms of basis of elliptical states instead of a basis of 
linearly polarized “s” and “p” states. It yields analytical expressions for the eigenvalues qi as published only for 



the case of a biaxial material [5]. These equations are of a great complexity and difficult to reproduce using a 
software and are not completely general. Similarly, Chen et al. [10], solved the system for only the particular 
case of a uni-axial medium.  

In view of describing a software program able to handle all possibilities, it is preferable to reformulate the 
problem with the aim of solving the eigen values and eigenvectors and finding the eigen basis for the  matrix. 

It appears with the Wölher equations in the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. 
As explained hereafter, it occurs similarly again when solving the exit vectors corresponding to the propagative 
wave described by the dynamic exit matrices. Dynamic matrices are needed to connect the tangential 
components of the electrical and magnetic fields at the interface between the two media interfaces. For the 
particular case of a stratified medium consisting of a thin film on a substrate, the general transfer matrix T is 
obtained by 

  (13) 

where  and correspond to the ambient medium and the film substrate interface respectively and the Tj 

correspond to each layer of  the propagating vectors in the media. These dynamic matrices connect the vector 

of tangential components   of the incident wave, to the corresponding vector 

of the transmitted wave through the interface of two media. The continuity of the electric 

and magnetic components at the interface imposes: 
(z=0)  (14) 

As well as the relations between the components of the electric and magnetic fields 

 

The projection of the fields on both s and p directions yields: 

  (14-a) 

  (14-b) 

The matching conditions at the interface between two media allow writing La in the following form: 

  (15) 

The inverse of this matrix is written as: 

 

  (16) 

 

 

In the case of the exit Matrix Lf, the angle , f , of the is simply deduced from the angle of incidence a using 

the Snell law: 

  (10) 

. Now, concerning the matching of the tangential components exiting the layer at the interface between the layer 

and the substrate, we proceed in a similar way. The continuity relations at the interface impose:
 

T
psfffntrans CCLLzz 0,,0,)(  , which, written in matrix form gives: 

T
psf

T
pffsfsfp CCLCnCnCC 00,cos,,cos

 After identification of each element of the matrix Lf , it can be written as: 
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which is valid only for an isotropic substrate. As given by D.J. De Smet [13] and M. Schubert [5], the 
matching conditions at the interface between two media allow writing La. In the case of the exit Matrix Lf , 
now, the matching of the tangential components exiting at the interface between the layer and the substrate 
can be determinate.  A simple continuity relation at the interface imposes Lf.  However expressions given in [5] 
are valid only for an isotropic substrate. In the case of an anisotropic substrate, one has to see the propagating 

wave as a linear combination of the eigenvectors, i of the  matrix.  

  (18) 

From those eigenvectors there are two that correspond to forward-travelling waves and two that 
correspond to back-travelling waves. From reference [5], because in a semi-infinite substrate there are not 
light that can return, the eigenvectors associated with back-travelling waves cannot be used to build the linear 
combinations. Consequently we have to consider only the two eigenvectors with the condition   

    (19) 

when the allowed eigenvectors are 1 and 3 with coefficients c1 and c3 respectively. Accordingly, the Lf matrix 
will be written as:  

 

The approach is similar to the Booker approach from G. D .Landry [7]. One has to choose the correct 
propagating solutions between the four solutions of a quartic equation well known by radio wave propagation 
scientists. For the second time we return to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to solve this problem. (To 
illustrate this procedure see in Appendix A the case of a biaxial material with the principal axis of its dielectric 
tensor parallel to the laboratory coordinate system.).  

With the assumption of being able to get the numerical values of these eigenvectors associated to the 
eigenvalues, an evaluation of the exit matrix Lf can be thoroughly numerically performed.  

Finally, the Mueller matrix of a given sample recombines the elements of the Jones matrix J with the 
general transfer element Tij.  

  (20-a) 

 

 (20-b) 

 

(20-c) 

 

(20-d)  

And 
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21c) 

 



The generalized ellipsometry elements, rsp, rss, rpp, tsp, tps, tpp, tss or; both reflection and transmission 
components of the Jones matrix, are thus explicitly given as function of the transfer matrix elements, Tij, in the 
literature [3] and [13]. It has been reminded during the IC2SE at Charleston [11].The Mueller matrix can be 
rebuild from the (2x2) Jones complex matrix: 

 

This definition is given by R. Barakat [12], under some hypothesis [13]. A Mueller Matrix can be written in 
terms of the Jones matrix J, a kronecker product , and the complex matrix A from [14, 15] , then : 

  (24) 
with  

 

and where . The generalized reflection ellipsometry parameters are thus entirely deduced by these 
classical expressions. However equation (11) remains valid only if no sample depolarization occurs. In the case 
of thick transparent substrate, incoherence effects occur. Nevertheless, a relationship between Jones and 
Mueller matrices can be derived [16] as described hereafter. 
 

3 The Mueller Matrix of a thick transparent layer, an example of depolarization effect 
 This case has been extensively studied [16] considering a derivation of the propagation of light in a random 
media [17], accounting then for coherent and incoherent/ anisotropic coherent internal reflection inside the 
transparent anisotropic media. In the case of an anisotropic slab imbedded in an isotropic ambient, the Jones 
matrix turns into 
 

  (25) 

 
where each element is written as an average value 

 

and 

 

with 

    (27b) 

 
The general form of the Mueller matrix then will be recalculated from these average values replacing the exact 
values of the Jones by its average elements  

 
4 A Computer code corresponding to this analysis has been written in the C# programming language, which 
guaranties wide compatibility. When building a numerical code, the most recent powerful linear algebra 
computational libraries commercially are available for C#. 

We have used the routines concerning linear algebra from the latest version of the National Instruments 
commercial package [17]. The computer code algorithm executes sequentially the following steps: i) to start 
using the data provided by the user, (thickness of the layer(s), value of the Euler angles for each anisotropic 
layer, dielectric tensor for each material in the stack coming either from data table or from an analytical 
model), then ii) to perform the pertinent coordinate transformation using Euler rotation, then to build the  
matrix and calculates the corresponding eigenvalues. iii) to use the Wöhler equations and the Cayley-Hamilton 



procedures iv) to solve the system of equations associated to the exponential matrix, and finally to evaluate 
the transfer matrix corresponding to a each layer. A good check of the code is to verify the null values of the 
right non diagonal element as obtained in the Mueller matrix, in the isotropic case. An additional method 

compare is the  and values obtained from the Tij [3], [5] GE equations and the value recalculated from the 
M43 and M12 Mueller matrix components as shown  by Jellison [4],[14] or D. A. Ramsay [] 
Rev.Sci.Instr.65(9)2874(1994). 

 

and            (28) 

 

 
An iterative loop has to be  build yielding the total transfer matrix in the case of a multilayer film, iv) the 

total transfer matrix is the complete product of all these successive partial transfer matrices given by the 
successive iterations and both, the entrance and the exit matrices. 
 To carry out spectroscopic calculations all the process must be repeated for each wavelength within a given 
spectral range. From our prior analysis we deduce the generalized ellipsometric parameters, the Jones matrix 
and Mueller matrix of the non depolarizing sample. In this later case a general numerical search of 
eigenvectors is needed whatever the exit conditions are (and not for particular cases such as in the derivation 
of Appendix A).  
 
5 The Inversion Problem. The Mueller matrices as they are obtained from polarimetry, or with generalized 
ellipsometry leave the experimentalist with a large amount of data  ,(up to set 16  terms ) difficult to interpret.  
Some of them are readily connected to the classical ellipsometry parameters such are clearly  and . As we 
have seen previously, ones get them quasi directly from equations (18). Another way corresponds to the phase 
modulated techniques where use cane done of the   , and  . Remind that these quantities are 
directly extracted from the Ic and Is measurements. 
The approach usually employed in ellipsometry consists in a model build from an optical indices database of 
materials. Data processing  attempt to nearby as best as possible the experiment and the model in order to 
conclude layer thickness and materials properties.  As soon as imperfection are present, non diagonal 
elements in the  turn difficult to interpret. Most literature papers try to directly decompose the  

elements in a sum of matrices such as attenuation and rotation secondary Mueller matrices elements.[ cf 
Razvigor Ossikovski  and/or J. Jellison]. 
 The basic problem is when the Mueller matrix M, in terms of the Jones matrix elements { } such as , with : 

 

 

then, 

 

 
The matrix M is measured and the goal is to deduce from these data the specific properties of the considered 
material. One should be able to entirely qualify the anisotropy inside the physically adequate coordinate 
system. Note that with four unknown, two are entirely connected to the classical ellipsometry parameter  
and . The problem of the generalized ellipsometry is thus entirely determinate from this equation. Each 
global elements of the Mueller matrix has to be calculated from the 4  elements. The next step should be 

to deduce the transfer matrix  with the help of equations (12).  In general, only the layer anisotropic 



optical properties are of concern here and the substrate can be assumed to be perfectly known. In such a case 

the  and , equations. That means that equation (5) can be deduced from the experimental values of the 

Mueller matrix such as  and as well the  matrix: 

 Assuming that  has the same eigenvectors as , it can be deduced from Equation(6-7) by the use of the 

matrix logarithm with the inverse of  q. (5), i.e., . The matrix logarithm ln{T} can be evaluated 

similarly from the Cayley Hamilton theorem. The last procedure consists in calculating the  dielectric 

tensor in the laboratory frame by authenticating with its  from eq. (5) and to rebuild the tensor in its 

eigen frame. This operation can be classically accomplished using the irreducible spherical tensor   of rank 
m with 2m+1 components  which transform according to the irreducible Dk  of the rotation group: 

 

 To our knowledge, this approach entirely mathematically described here has not been yet proposed.  
Such a formalism once applied transforms directly a Mueller matrix experimental data into the corresponding 

 associated anisotropic dielectric tensor in the a priori known materials symmetry axis orientation. In the 

case of an ideal material structure, the result should be a diagonal tensor and the other elements should 
traduce the influence of defects in such structures. 
 
6 Conclusions. 
 

 The linear algebra matrix method for implementation in software as described in this article gives access 
to a global algorithm valid to represent the optical response of a stratified medium. These algorithms can be 
applied to analyze data measured by state-of-the art Mueller polarimeters as well as validating a generalized 
spectroscopic ellipsometer in the most general cases. 

Further investigations have to be done in order to provide a complete reverse analysis. In such a case, 
Mueller polarimetry could much more direct technique to investigate the specific anisotropy and non ideal 
properties of  which can be found in diverse materials. 
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Mueller matrix formalism: II The Analysis of Generalized 

Ellipsometry data Through the Group Theory: the Mueller 

matrix Decomposition theorems 

 

I Introduction  

In the preceding section, a consistent and general approach to solve numerically the problem of the 

propagation of light in anisotropic media was described.  

Let us introduce here the concept of a more general theory. The mathematician S.R. Cloude 1has given a new 

flair of the propagation of the electromagnetic wave and the scattering processes with the help of the Lie 

Group Theory. When speaking of the propagation of the electric field of light at a frequency , it is 

convenient to consider it, as an operator in C2, the two dimensional complex space .Considering only unitary 

spinors , one has then the following  parameterization : 

=  

where these two angles are related to the geometrical parameters of the polarization ellipse (major 

inclination and ellipticity). For our purpose the unitary 2x2 transformation with change of polarization base, 

may be represented by the matrix exponential function as  

  

The  matrices are the Pauli matrices and  is a real 3 vector defining an axis of rotation in R3. It is then 

demonstrated that the theory of the Lie group can be invoked to classify this transformation. 

The transformation of  in space can be described by propagation operators. In the first part of this memo, we 
wrote: 

 

With  and the vector ,  

With 
 

 
More generally, considering only the z component of the electric field, S. R. Cloude describes here the 

following 2x2 equivalent system: 
. 

 

 
where  are related to birefringence and dichroism in the medium. Then  similarly to T(z) but here 
only one component of the electromagnetic field is considered. 
However the solution of this differential equation yield an exponential propagator of the form : 

 
Which can be illustrate by the reference to the series form of the exponential function . 

 

from which the eigen values of the exponential operator are the exponential of the eigen values of N. One 
recognizes a similar procedure as it had been shown before with the use of the Cayley Hamilton theorem. 

                                                           
1 S.R.Cloude Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications,6,N°8,947-974(1992). 
 



Furthermore, the commutation properties of the underlying Lie algebra are important in the establishing the 
associated eigen values. It can be demonstrated here that the eigen values of N 

are   Mathematical details are given by S. R. Cloude publications (see references 2). 
It is just reminded here the main properties which were demonstrated.The group theory thus gives a wider 
view upon the formalism developed in section . 

As we have seen also, several conditions have been set up considering the relationship between  the 
Jones elements and the deduced Mueller matrices. When we wrote: 

 
The equation is valid only if no depolarization occurs, i.e., the calculated M mueller matrix will be only a non-
depolarizing matrix  
The other aspect which has to be developed is to consider the experimenter point of view. A polarimeter 
provides experimental Mueller matrices with a certain degree of accuracy, whereas n the same time 
considered samples may present a high or low level of depolarization.  
A criterion of pure Mueller matrix has then first to be raised. 
II Mueller matrix : A Condition for physical realisability 
 The condition for physical realisability were discussed by several authors, the first criterion can be  given 
considering the change in polarization transformation invariants, i.e., the diagonal elements of the Mueller 
matrix itself3 In fact indeed , one must have, 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The other point is considering the fact that none of the eigen-values of the coherence matrix (which will be 
defined further and being Hermitian), should keep positive and real eigen-values. In this way one can 
accomplish the matrix filtering of experimental data.  
II-a The Optical Coherency Matrix 
If  is the Jones vector associated with an electromagnetic wave, considering its amplitude one will have  

. The coherency matrix will be defined from the correlation function  

 

Where parenthesis  are used in order to show an integrated coherency matrix over the measure time. 

 

The statistic properties of this matrix  can be understood  directly considering each elements. For a stochastic 
process one has  

 

where the   are standards deviations and the complexe coherency  degree .  This matrix is normalized such 
as  corresponds to a density operator.  
 
 
 
II-b Matrix Filtering. 

                                                           
2 S. R. Cloude Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications,6,N°8,947-974(1992). 
3
 S.R.Cloude SPIE Vol 1166(1989), 177-185 



The following example is recalculated from the data of S.R. Cloude in the case of a cascade system. As it has 
been presented, one starts with this collimator radiometer system.(see reference in foot note). The Collimator 
has the following Mueller matrix. 

 

 
The Eigen value spectrum of the coherence matrix can be found similarly, we got  

1.660, 0.149, 0.002, -0.113} 
The filtered matrix, 

 

is obtained after subtraction of the matrix corresponding to the negative eigen-value.  
The same is accomplished with the radiometer . The associated Mueller matrix, 

, 

has the following coherence matrix eigen values 
1.482, 0.399, 0.176, -0.279} 

And the corresponding filtered matrix: 

 

 
Then the matrix product,( collimator times radiometer )turns to be 

 

with the all positive eigen values 
1.258, 0.353, 0.195, 0.066} 

As it as been recalculated with our program, these values correspond to the results of S. R. Cloude and satisfies 
the conditions for realisability4 
 
III Group Theory and polarization Algebra5 (The quoted reference, is commented during this section). 

One can write a polarized monchromatic wave with it electromagnetic field spinor as

where  are  two angles  characterizing the polarization state in term of ratio and phase 

differences. Considering two orthogonal  base states and  , under a change of base the electric field will be 

written as  where   is a   2x2 unitary matrix with unit  determinant . At this point is 

introduced the SU(2)  homomorphism  to convert the complex equation into an equivalent real 

formulation of change  of base. There exists  an equivalence 2 1 between the set of [U2 ]complex matrices 

and the set of real 3x3 matrices [O3]. 

 

                                                           
4
 S.R.Cloude SPIE Vol 1166(1989), 177-185 

 
5
 S.R. Cloude Optik, 75,1(1986),26-36 Group Teory and Polarization Algebra. 



Such that given a pair of matrices   ,we can generate  a 3x3 real matrix [O3] as  

  and  

where the    are the 3 Pauli matrices. 

 

The real matrix   can operate on a real vector   and produce a rotated vector  r´obtenu par une rotation. In 

a real space, this equation  i s equivalent to : . 

The spinor E can be related to r forming the hermitian wave coherency matrix 

 

Or under the parametric matrix equivalence : 

 

 

The set of real quantities :  form a  4-vector, g0 is a scalar   while  g1,g2,g3 transform  like a 

3-vector r . 

This vector is defined as the Sockes vector and will transform as  

 

Where M is a 4x4 matrix given by 

 

Here  the set of matrices  corresponds to the set of Pauli matrices considered earlier plus  , the 

identy 2x2 matrix. 

Thus S.R. Cloude  establishes the possible homomorphism between complex groups  SU(n) and the real  group 
O(m).  The respective degrees of freedom are inspected and the it is shown that there must exist an 
homomorphism between  SU(2) and O(3), as we have seen with 3 degrees of freedom as well as between 
SU(4) and O(6) with 15 degrees of freedom. These latter matrices are shown as  real rotation matrices of an 

angle  in the 15 i,j, i.e., the following incidence planes: 
 

(1,2), (1,3), (1,4) (1,5),(1,6), 

(2,3), (2,4), (2,5) (2,6), 

( 3,4),(3,5), (3,6)), 

(4,5), (4,6), 

(5,6) 

The real orthogonal [O6] rotation is seen then as a product of the 15 component rotations (a generalization of 

the Euler angles): 

 

Thus for example  



 

and 

 

To implement this mapping,  

1) he considers 4 independent vector in SU(4), i.e., the  ei,ej  and to associate them with 6 in the other space 

using the wedge product between these vectors.:  

4 Complex 

Space 

6 complex space Wedge product base 

  

 

   

   

As shown in table, the following equivalences can be written using the wedge product of vectors ei,ej  

Relation between a matrix  

For a  matrix in C4 one has : 

=  

=  

+ 

... since   

and where cross term cancelled themselves and similarly the .  We get finally for example  

. This  demonstrates that |W|  corresponds to a complex matrix with 

36 elements . These elements correspond to  36 (2,2) minors of |A| associated with the Dynkin diagrams for 

simple Lie algebra6. But the complex  matrix  |W| is generaly not orthogonal.. With the  mapping of |A| to 

|W|, we now consider the wedge product of 2 vectors [a, b]   C6  

                                                           
6 S.R.Cloude Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications,6,N°8,947-974(1992).page 957 
 



 

It will be written as   )where the vector basis is  the volume element 

 )and  

 

This can be shown applying the wedge product of the 6 base vectors and using the fact that any repeated 

element will be  zeroed 

 

 

 

 

 

with  the volume element : 

 

which can be also written as : 

 , 

where  

There exist a cyclic permutationin the b values, thus in order to obtain a scalar product, i.e.,  , we need 

to consider not  because   permutes the rows of  as required. 

If we consider a unit matrix |A| in SU(4), the volume element equals unity and the matrix product 

,(4,1),(5,2),(6,3) where 4 distinct basis vectors 

occur and zero elsewhere. Hence  

Now if [A] is unitar,   it will follow that in the transformation, one will get from the volume 

invariancei  then [W] is also unitary 

2) We obtained a mapping from a 4x4 unitary matrix |A|, toward a 6x6 unitary matrix |W|. We want in fact a 

mapping between a 4x4 matrix |A| with a 6x6  real matrix and orthogonal which is not the case for the [W] 

matrix. It can be deduced from [W], using the previous equation  :a relation between 

matrix  [W] and [P].  One can define a symetrical matrix [Q] with the following properties : 

et . Note also that  thus ,  

and furthermore 

 

 



We can now develop a real orthogonal matrix by performing a similarity transformation of [W] by [Q], i.e., 

 

To prove this ,it has to be shown that [O6] is orthogonal as well as unitary. 

 If [O6] is orthogonal, one must have: 7. 

If  [O6] is unitary one should have 8 

In order to resume, one can proceed the mapping from SU(4) to O(6) in the following way. 

1. Start from  complex  

2. Compute the 6x6 complex matrix    

3. Then from 

 

 

9  

 

  SU(4) 

                                                       

                                  

                                                      

O(6) complex 

   
 

 

If we write[Oij] under the following form: 

  

one easily deduces10 

 

 

Application of this formalism in the case of : 

                                                           
7 Proof: 

For a rotation  

.  

 

 

8Proof:

)=(  

 
9
 S.R. Cloude Optik, 75,1(1986),26-36 Group Teory and Polarization Algebra 

10 The equation given by  S.R. Cloude, page 958, ,( Journal of Electromagnetic wavse,Vol6,8,947-974s (1992)) is the 

equation to retain. 

 



being   a (1,6) plane rotation. 

One obtains,e.g., with mathematica  

 

We get the equation 3.15 from S.R.Cloude, within a normalized  factor, the corresponding blocks for the matrix 

= 

 

Another check, will consist in starting from repartir de  One build then the matrix  [Q] and inverting it 

, checking the product being unity and computing the  matrix |W| which is equation 3.15 from 

S.R.Cloude11 

.  

 

n  

Which is a proof that the equation  

 

is correct12.Substituing  by ,the final result  is  

 

 

It seems more convenient to turn the half angle to /2  which should eliminate the factor 2 in [W]. 

 

 

                                                           
 
12 And  not S.R.Cloude equation (3.8)which states .  

 



If we know the elements of [W], we can identify them  with the elements corresponding to th different 2x2 

minors of , as it appears  in the expression of [W] .writing for example with mathematica: 

M=Array[u,{4,4}];W=Minors[M,2];, one can then identify each terms of W(uij) with the preceding equation.For 

that we have to solve systems such as for example in the first row of [W] with   

  with  

 

 

 

1  

 

Solving this system will permit to check the following  

 with   

Thus matrix  =  where we must check 

  

 

For the remaining elements, one can check  

 

=0= = 

 

 

=  

 

 

 

 

Corresponding to the matrix  

=  

 

We checked also that matrix corresponding to S.R.Cloude equation 3.16 

 

 

 

Using mathematica and the following instruction: 



 

gives 

 

This is a different equation from these given previously. It indicatesthat the instruction Minors[U16,2] which 

generate all the minors of [U16] does not correspond (?) to the procedure to get [W] from [U16].but only 

specific minors are to be considered , those corresponding to the Dynkin diagrams.(?) 

 

This equation from S.R. Cloude ,provides from all the , in the case of the 15 rotation planes the set of the 

basis generators  , when including the 4x4 unit matrix  these matrix give a complete set such as any 4x4 

matrix [A] can be expressed as a linear combination of these matrix such as 

 

    

    

    

    

Table1 matrices.corresponding rotation planes into R6 are given13 

Polarimetry Application 
Our aim is to decompose within targets the Mueller matrix [M], such as there exist only one and only one 

decomposition following: 

 

Or equivalent  to 

=  

What are the weighting   coefficients and how many matrices M are necessary torepresent the most general 

matrix M . How do we determine the constraints on Mi to correspond to a single scattering  Jones matrix 

[Si]?.We need a new scattering formulation not based on [S]  but on “target” vectors. It can be introduced by 

                                                           
13

 .R. Cloude Optik, 75,1(1986),26-36 Group Teory and Polarization Algebra 



considering the developpement of  the scattering matrix [S] in term of Pauli ring . These matrices constitute a 

complete basis. On can express any 2x2 matrix and thus ::  where the  complex coefficients 

correspond to the projections on the axis of this basis subset.They can be written as  ( the 

same as a scalar product in a 3D) 

.Instead of a 2x2 Jones matrix [S]description, we have then a k vector with 4 complex components: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Apres avoir généré un tel ensemble, on peut créer une telle matrice , elle aura 6 degrés de liberté (4x2- 

2contraintes sur le  ).),puis une seconde matrice ,ect... En construisant cette base on obtient , 

6+5+3+1=15 degres de liberté. On peut demontrer ainsi que dans cette base l’equation matricielle de 

transformation des vecteur k sera donnée  par une matrice U4 telque  

 

ou  est une matrice 4x4 avec 15 degrées de liberté. La matrice U4 represente une classe de 

transformation bien plus large que celle définies precedemment. A partir de cet ensemble , il est logique de 

rechercher et d’introduire une matrice de coherence 4x4 , dérivée de k qui s’ecrira sous  la forme. 

. 

 Sous un changement de base , on aura egalemment: 

 

 La matrice est une matrice de coherence analogue à la matrice . Il est important de noter est le fait 

que lorsque est exprimé dans la base de Pauli, cette matrice est justement la matrice de Mueller , 

qui peut etre mesuréede façon standard..On a vu précédemment que les coefficients du developpement  de 

  forment un vecteur de stockes reel g qui a une interprétation sur la sphère de Pointcaré. De façon 

similaire ,on peut interpreter les eléments de  géométriquement, en utilisant l’homomorphisme 

SU(4)_O+(6).  

un vecteur k telque :  

Rappelons que 

 

 

 

 



Oú  l’operation  apparait ici comme le produit scalaire de deux matrices  et dans le cas des 

matrices de Pauli on aura ainsi : 

 

En effet ecrivant le produit  scalaire : 

 

 

 

Oú les elements  de la matrice de Mueller M sont donc relié à  par l’équation: 

 

Qui devient ici 

 

Montrons maintenant que ces coefficients peuvent egalement s’exprimer  de la façon suivante: 

)) 

Oú  les 16 matrices  sont les matrices de la base de  et la matrice identité 4x4 . Pour prouver cela on a 

besoin seulement d’un seul résultat clé: Si le produit de deux matrices  et  donne une nouvelle matrice 

, avec le vecteur correspondant k3  , qui sera donné par la relation  

 

Oú x correspond à l’ensemble des matrices   et k1, k2 sont les vecteurs “cible” correspondant à S1 et S2 . 

Avec cette supposition on a : 

:  

Oú k correspond à S. et alors de façon similaire : 

 

Si alors,  et la trace de la matrice produit  sera donnée par 

 

Et donc nous avons 

  

Mais  est une valeurs scalaire .Nous pouvons en prendre la trace et utiliser les proprietés cyclique de la 

trace pour la re écrire sous la forme  

 

En notant que     

D’ou le resultat, les elements de la matrice de Mueller sont donné par le developpement de la 

matrice de cohérence dans la base des matrices  14 

Suivant S.R.Cloude, on commence par écrire  sous la forme parametrique : 

 

et former ensuite chaque elements de la matrice de mueller correspondante puisque: 

                                                           
14 Voir Appendix 1 Relationship between Tc and M S.R.Cloude  Optik,75,1,26-36  1986 
 



 oú les  

Ce n’est qu’une généralisation de  avec les éléments A,…N étant des nombres entiers, et donc que l’on 

peut obtenir experimentalement avec des mesures d’intensité.  

Applicant les relations précédentes on peut aisément déduire la forme equivalente pour la matrice de 

Mueller : On ecrit successivement la trace de chaque produit matriciel : 

) 

 

 

 

 

De même pour la rangée suivante (j=1) 

 

(4j+i)=5 

 

 

Puis  j=2  

 

 

 

 

Et enfin  j=3 

 

 

 

 

On vérifie de la même façon que  

Et l’on déduit ainsi la valeurs de )  

Soit finalemment la matrice  : 

 

 

 

  



 


